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On September 1, 1939, Germany invaded Poland, leading to the beginning of World War II. Great Britain and France responded by declaring war on Germany. Germany was ruled by a dictator named Adolf Hitler, who was the leader of a Nazi political party. The German allies, countries that fought Germany, were called the Powers of the
Wasps. Italy and Japan were two of these countries. Both the Soviet Union and the United States entered the war two years later and allied with British and French resistance to the Nazis. These, along with China, were known as allied powers. The United States, Great Britain, France, and the Soviet Union fought the Wassa powers in
Europe and North Africa. In the Pacific, the US, along with China and the UK, fought with the Japanese throughout Asia. Allied forces were approaching Berlin, Germany surrendered on May 7, 2014. This date is known as VE Day (Victory in Europe). The Japanese government did not give up until 15 December 2008. This date is called
VJ (Victory in Japan) Day. A total of 20 million soldiers and 50 million civilians have died in the global conflict, including an estimated 6 million people, mostly Jews, killed in the Holocaust. World War II was the defining event of the mid-20th century. Plan your homeschooling activities with these WWII sheets, including crossword puzzles,
word search, vocabulary lists, coloring book, and more. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF Introduce students to terms associated with World War II using this dictionary study sheet. This exercise is a great way to discuss the leaders of World War II and generate interest in further research. Beverly Hernandez Press PDF See how well your
students remember terms associated with World War II using this vocabulary activity. Students must answer 20 questions related to World War II, a selection of different war-related words. It's the perfect way for primary school students to learn the key concepts associated with conflict. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF In this activity,
students will look for 20 words related to the war, including the names of The Wass and Allies leaders and other related terms. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF Use this crossword puzzle to help students learn more about World War II by matching a guide with the appropriate term. Each of the key terms used was provided in a word bank to
make the activity accessible to younger students. Beverly Hernandez Press pdf Challenge her students with these multiple-choice questions about people who played a significant role in World War II. This sheet is based on vocabulary terms introduced in word search exercises. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF This sheet allows younger
students to practice their ordering and thinking skills alphabetically list and terms associated with The Second World War, which were introduced in earlier exercises. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF Use this exercise to help students improve their spelling skills and strengthen knowledge of important historical figures and events from the
war. Beverly Hernandez Print PDF With this color page, which contains the Allies' air strike on a Japanese destroyer, print the PDF. You can use this activity to discuss important naval battles in the Pacific, such as the Battle of Midway. Beverly Hernandez Press PDF The battle for Iwo Jima lasted from February 19, 1945, until March 26,
1945. Joe Rosenthal won a Pulitzer Prize for photographing the flag erect. The U.S. army occupied Iwo Jima until 1968, when it was returned to Japan. Children will love the coloring of this iconic image from the Battle of Iwo Jima. Use this exercise to discuss the battle or the famous Washington Monument to those who fought in the
conflict. Create eight mini coloring book featuring words and objects associated with the base colors. Read more Show your kids a fun way to learn ABC with alphabet printables can colors. Read more teach simple shapes with these fun activity sheets that also double as coloring book. Read more school of fish, flamingo, and other
animals share a love of reading in these animal printables. Read next Find hidden objects in each of these letter-by-letter sheets of the alphabet. Read more Set the table outside and keep kids of all ages occupied with these spring pictures to color. Read more Press fun autumn and Thanksgiving coloring book for kids to keep them busy
at the dinner table. Read more School is for summer, so children of all ages busy with summer coloring book. Read more Make it a snow day – keep it cozy inside with these printable winter coloring book. Read more 'Yis season for holiday fun, so entertain kids of all ages with these Christmas coloring book. Read more tons of free
Halloween coloring book at HelloKids.com are organized nicely into categories of costumes, scarecrrows, dracula, skulls, spiders, haunted castles, ghosts, witches, trick-or-treat, black cats, and more. You can choose to print all these Halloween coloring pages or color them online. Halloween coloring book from Hello Kids Continue to 17
of 19 below. Science is usually a topic for children with high interest. Children love to know how and why things work, and science is part of everything from animals and earthquakes to the human body. Take advantage of your student's fascination with science-themed topics by incorporating fun prints and practical educational activities
into your scientific studies. It is never too early to start teaching children to document their scientific laboratory findings. Teach them to make a hypothesis (educated guess) about what they think the outcome of the experiment will be and why. Then show them how to document the results using scientific report forms. Meet the men and
women behind today's science with free papers, such as Albert Einstein's printable sheets, where students can learn about one of the most famous scientists of all time. Spend some time researching the tools of a trade scientist, such as parts of a microscope. Study general scientific principles – which people use every day, often without
realizing it – such as how magnets work, the basics of Newton's laws of motion, and the functioning of simple machines. Earth, universe, planets and stars are fascinating for students of all ages. Studying life on this planet - and in space - is a topic worth delving into with its students. Students can ascend to heaven with astronomy and
space exploration printables. Study weather and natural disasters such as earthquakes or volcanoes. Discuss the types of scientists who study these disciplines, such as meteorologists, seismologists, vulcanologists and geologists. Spend time outdoors creating your own rock collection and inside learning about them with stones
printables. Children love learning about the creatures they can find in their own backyard. Spring is a great time to study birds and bees. Meet lepidopterists – scientists who study moths and butterflies – and entomologists who study insects. Plan a trip to the beekeeper or visit the butterfly garden. Visit the zoo and learn about mammals
such as elephants (thick-skined animals) and reptiles such as alligators and crocodiles. If your young students are fascinated by reptiles, print reptile coloring book for them You can have a future paleontologist in your classroom or homeschool. If so, visit the Natural History Museum to learn about dinosaurs. Then, capitalize on this
interest with a set of free dinosaur printables. As you study animals and insects, discuss how the seasons — spring, summer, autumn, and winter — affect them and their habitats. Oceanography is a study of the oceans and creatures that live there. Many animals who call the ocean home are very unusual looking. Help students learn
about the mammals and fish that inhabit the oceans, including dolphins, whales, sharks and seahorses, as well as: CrabsJellyfishManateesOctopusesSea TurtlesStarfish Pak, dig deeper by examining more facts about dolphins, seahorses, and even lobsters. Updated Kris Bales There are 50 free, print Mother's Day coloring pages all over
the GetColoring site. You will find pictures of hearts, flowers, gifts, animals, cards, awards, moms, children, cakes, ribbons and more. Click a thumbnail of a color page to print, rate, or add it to your favorites. Mother's Day Coloring Book from Get Coloring Book Pages
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